
HOW TO WRITE A STORY PROBLEM

This lesson gives students practice with story problems by teaching them how to write their own and solve the problems
of their classmates. Students will use addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division to write and solve story problems.
This lesson plan satisfies the.

An example of end questions is the question, "What is the total number of balloons? Assessment For
homework, ask students to write their own story problem. Tips Introduce students to the concept of a word
problem within the context of what they are learning. For example, your first sentence can be "George has 6
red balloons. It is these details and steps that I may do automatically that I need to explain to students to help
them. For example, if you want students to focus on adding and using images to help solve problems, your
focus will be on writing a paragraph that accomplishes that goal. Make copies of the story problems every so
often, and collect these documents in a student portfolio. Also, encourage students to write the number
sentence that goes along with the problem. Division Lesson Introduction If your class uses a textbook, choose
a story problem from a recent chapter and invite students to come up and solve it. They end up writing about
two word problems a week. How much more carpeting does he need in order to carpet all three rooms? Here's
a look at that chart again. This is the amount they should save for gas going one way. I encourage the use of
key words, and I encourage them to write straightforward problems without "extra" information. Below are
links to the What's the Problem mini books that I've shared in the past. How do I think when solving this
problem? I love using my What's the Problem? I keep it simple at first, encouraging them to use key words,
and to stick to simple stories two statements and a question like the one shown below. I was asked, I need an
easy and helpful way to teach writing equations. What are the steps and fine details? For the sample problem,
you would want to tell students to draw the balloons to help them solve it. Ignore tax in your calculations. I
made an entire series of these mini books several years ago, and they are still a useful resource. The problems
are sure to show the students' growth over time. They get 28 miles per gallon of gas, and plan on travelling at
an average rate of 60 miles per hour. I've even changed some of the answers for students who needed to work
with either bigger or smaller numbes.


